
SPORTSCOACH BUILT ON FREIGHTLINER CUSTOM 
CHASSIS

FREIGHTLINER Custom Chassis features V-Ride Rear suspension that reduces 
the sway of the coach when making turns and the  Bell Crank design/steering 

gear location in the front provides a smooth steering response under all 
conditions and virtually eliminates bump steer. Our raised rail models are 
powered by a 360 Cummins  with 800 Ft. Lbs of torque. Our straight rail 

models have a 340 Cummins with 700 Ft. Lbs of torque.

NOBLE SELECT GELCOAT SIDEWALLS WITH AZDEL

EVERY SPORTSCOACH is custom painted by our in-house paint shop utilizing 
SIKKENS Paint and for added UV protection and to protect our customer’s 

investment, we utilize our X4  Clear Coat which doubles the protection versus 
our competition. Of course, under our Gelcoat, we use Azdel backer in our 
Noble Select Sidewalls, which includes a 3 year warranty! Azdel is half the 

weight of wood and 3 times the insulation value over wood substrates.

DIESEL GENERATOR MOUNTED ON SLIDEOUT TRAY

The Diesel Generator is easy to access as it’s mounted on a manual slide tray. 
Simply pull the T-handle in the service compartment located under the 

driver's seat and no more stretching inside a hood access for simple routine 
maintenance.

TREAD LITE DOUBLE ENTRY STEP 
The double TREAD LITE power step has lightweight aluminum step treads, 

automatically extends and retracts quickly and features obstruction-sensing 
technology that stops deployment if any obstructions are encountered. 

EXTERIOR ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
Every SPORTSCOACH comes standard with a 40” or 32” Samsung Exterior TV 
and Samsung DVD Blu-Ray player for tailgating and nighttime family movie 

time!

DOMETIC A&E ELECTRIC AWNING
No skimping here. Standard on each Sportscoach is a METAL-WRAPPED, 

Color Coordinated FABRIC awning, not a cheap black vinyl as most 
manufacturers use.  

FULL ALUMINUM SLAM LATCH BAGGAGE DOORS

Slam-latch FULL-size Aluminum insulated baggage doors with 1.5” 
Automotive bulb seal provide a tight seal and allow more room to access the 

full basement storage. Some manufacture’s construction only allows for a 
half a door to access their storage. 

WASHER AND DRYER PREP 
Every floor plan provides a Washer and VENTED dryer prep package. Don’t be 
fooled by the ventless dryers of competive models. Vented dryers are much 

more efficient and economical.

ONE-PIECE FIBERGLASS ROOF

SPORTSCOACH is equipped with a ONE PIECE pebble-grain fiberglass 
laminated roof, which allows better traction while maintaining the coach. 
Also comes with a satellite prep package that easily identified on the front 

center of the coach.

COLEMAN MACH 3 ROOF AIR CONDITIONERS
Coleman Mach 3 Roof 13.5 Air Conditioners are standard, much quieter than 

most competitive models and a popular upgrade are the 15.0 models with 
Heat Pumps, which saves on LP

EXTERIOR FEATURES AND BENEFIT



FREE-FLOATING FLOOR SYSTEM

EMSER TILE is a glazed porcelain tile that is found in motorhomes costing 
nearly $1 million. Bringing million dollar features to this price point is what 

every manufacturer strives for but we’re the ones that actually do it! The tile 
is unique in that it is adhered to the plastic carrier and we only glue it down 

around the perimeter, which creates a free-floating floor system – end 
result….minimizes the chance of cracking tiles due to the constant twisting 

and flexing while driving down the highways…

MyRV MULTIPLEX WIRING SYSTEM

Leave old switch-based analog technology in the dust with the OneControl® 
mobile app for the MyRV Multiplex wiring system. This technology lets users 
remotely control and monitor many RV systems from a smartphone, which 

will have the same display as the wall mounted control panel.

SAMSUNG TELEVISIONS 
SAMSUNG televisions are standard in the Living Room, Bedroom and 

Optional in the Front overhead. While most manufacturers use off-brand, we 
go a step farther and match each TV with a SAMSUNG DVD player

SALON BUNK OPTION

The VERY popular SALON BUNK is optional in the 360DL, 404RB and 408DB. 
Easily drops down into a bunk with a 600 lb. rating or can be used as extra 
storage like a dropdown pantry! Great place to store valuables and can be 

locked for security

SOLAR AND PRIVACY SHADES
The front windshield has a POWERED Solar and Privacy screen and are 

manual ones are installed throughout the entire coach. Don’t be fooled by 
competitors that only offer privacy shades!

AXXERA RADIO WITH SMART PHONE DUAL-MIRRORING
The 10.1” Axxera Radio Bluetooth Multimedia Center allows Smart Phone 

Dual-mirroring, Color back up monitor and wireless remote. Many features to 
offer with dual-mirroring, even security 

UPGRADED WILLIAMSBURG FURNITURE
Upgraded and very fashionable furniture packages are standard in every 

Sportscoach. The designer Nail Heads on the sofa are also complemented / 
incorporated into the bedroom headboards 

SOLID SURFACE COUNTERTOPS
LG HI-MACS counters are throughout the coach with décor-specific matching 

to the floors and shower walls. Look close because most competitors use a 
thermofoil countertop in all places other than the kitchen

CHEF'S CHOICE GALLEY
Each galley comes with a huge “Farmer’s sink”, custom spring chef’s choice 
faucet and pop-up USB charge ports and a FULL color-coordinated subway 

tile backsplash

SOFT TOUCH VINYL CEILINGS

The vinyl padded ceiling is great for aesthetics and sound “insulation”. LED 
lights throughout are much more efficient and cool to the touch. Over the 

driver seat is where you’ll find the King Jack Television antenna as well, which 
will pull in many digital channels

INTERIOR FEATURES AND BENEFIT


